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INTRODUCTION

The results of the first HKDSE Examination were released on 20 July 2012. To enhance the understanding of the standards of the HKDSE Examination, authentic samples of candidates’ scripts are selected to form this set of exemplars to illustrate the performance standards at different levels.

There are 4 papers in this subject. This set of exemplars is selected from candidates’ scripts of Paper 2 to illustrate the typical performance standards at different levels.

It is advisable to read this set of exemplars together with the question papers and the marking schemes in order to understand the requirements of the questions and the marking criteria. The question papers and the marking schemes will be published in the Examinations Report and Question Papers for 2012 HKDSE which will be available for sale in October / November this year.
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News.

   Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.

   Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

**The best part of my job**

I am a news reporter for Hong Kong News. My job is to report the latest and accurate news to the public through the media. Therefore, the best part of my job is going to everywhere and talking to different people or reporting the situation of each event. This is different from people who sit at the office from day to night. I can travel with my crew and we get together to think of the most suitable way for reporting the information. You can just sit at home and watch the TV and you get the latest news.

**The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**

I have faced many difficulties in my job because I need to go everywhere. The weather, climate conditions, situations are always changing. Sometimes it may be dangerous too. The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job was reporting news under the typhoon. There were storms, strong winds. But I know that I need to report the latest news about the typhoon outdoor because citizens wanted to know about the information, such as traffic, weather. Although it was dangerous outside, I realised my responsibility and I did my best to report the news.
My school days

I studied in this school from Form 1 to Form 7. During the school days, I learnt a lot which help me in my workplace. When I was in junior form, I was so shy and not at good at expressing my ideas and thoughts. But teachers gave me a lot of encouragement, encouraged me a lot, they told me to join the Debating Team. This gave me a lot of chances to speak with evidence. Also, I made many friends in the team and my speaking skills improved a lot. This is really important in my job because I need to speak in front of the cameras all the time.

My family

I have got married with my wife and we have two kids. They are studying in primary schools. I want to say that there are different components and aspects in our lives. I need to work but I spend time with my wife and kids every day. We enjoy having dinner and watching TV together. Also, we sometimes go picnic in family days. Therefore, try to find more different aspects in your lives, you may live happier.
Comments

Level 5 exemplar 1

- Content entirely fulfills task and is totally relevant; is concise, informative and engages reader’s interest
- A wide range of accurate sentences with a good grasp of more complex sentences is used
- Good use of vocabulary *(travel with my crew)*\(^1\)
- Register, tone and style is entirely appropriate to the genre
- Text is organised effectively with logical development of ideas
- Overall structure is coherent and entirely appropriate for genre and text-type

\(^1\) Section 1
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News.
   Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.
   Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

   **The best part of my job**
   As a news reporter, my daily work is to update citizens with the latest happenings in Hong Kong. The best part of my job is that it’s always changing! Alongside with other reporters, we collect first-hand information and reveal them to the public. Very often, we can even have interviews with famous pop idols, celebrities and high-rank government officials. These are indeed splendid and memorable experiences which many other jobs cannot provide.

   **The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**
   The biggest challenge that I have faced is to report the highly infectious SARS disease in Army Garden in 2003. I can still clearly remember how strongly my mum had opposed me to go there, as she worried that I would get infected. Indeed, I also struggled for a while but then I decided to respect my job and report the incident with professional spirits. Luckily, I was perfectly protected with the mask and plastic coverings. This was a breath-taking experience but I successfully conquered my fear.
My school days

I must admit that the days spending with classmates in school was the most enjoyable moment of my life. Unlike many students who are very enthusiastic in sports e.g. football, I spent most of my time enjoying reading featured articles and commentary in newspapers. I do treasure the cozy and relaxing environment to read newspapers in our school library a lot. Perhaps this is also why I choose to work as a reporter. Till now, I still wish that I can sit in our school library to enjoy the moment of silence.

My future plans

Nowadays, secondary school students show growing interests and awareness towards both local and international news due to the introduction of liberal studies as a compulsory component under the new education system. As a reporter, I wish to hold a series of seminars to inspire students on how to choose the best articles to read. Besides, I will share with them the exciting parts of being a reporter so that more teenagers will be interested in becoming reporters in their future career.
Comments

Level 5 exemplar 2

- Content is relevant and extensive
- Creativity and imagination are shown when appropriate (As a reporter, I wish to hold a series of seminars to inspire students on how to choose the best articles to read.)
- Text engages reader’s interest
- A wide range of sentence structures is used accurately and appropriately
- Register, tone and style appropriate to the text-type
- Overall structure of the writing is coherent

---

2 Section 4
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News.

   Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.

   Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

   **The best part of my job**

   Being a news reporter is a meaningful job as having a duty to report news to Hong Kong citizens. It is a kind of harsh career which always need to work outside and all works of life in irregular time. Although my job seems to be unacceptable to most people, I gain my satisfaction in it. Not only can I ask different people any question, but I can keep in touch about the Hong Kong’s news into the bargain. If you were me, a man who favors in searching any information about Hong Kong, you would enjoy in this job undoubtedly.

   **The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**

   I enjoy being a news reporter but sometimes I may feel depressed when I face challenges. There is a the biggest one that I still remember in my mind.

   A couple years ago, I had to report the tropical typhoon news at one night. It was terrifying as the weather was extremely bad and unstable. White outside was raining cats and dogs, I had a thought that it was too dangerous to go outside to report. However, I went to stand under a big tree reporting the weather news eventually. You may consider I am stupid and I should not go out for reporting news but I cannot omit to you as reporter has a responsibility to do their work well. No obstacle can stand on my way to report news. So, I have faced this challenge. I did not become timid and do my job in courage.
My school days

I can be a famous news reporter thanks to the education at my old Secondary School, Hong Kong Secondary School. My old school is not a well-known college in Hong Kong. However, teachers were kind and helpful as I remembered the moment in school days before. I was a talkative student at school. Teachers did not feel bored, hesitate and allow me to talk anytime. They invited me to join the debate team and participate in various debate competitions. They helped me to improve my communication skills and critical thinking. These skills are worth to me as I can have potential advantage on being a news reporter. Without their invitation and help, I consider I would not find this lifelong job.

School in future.

Although Hong Kong Secondary School is not a school in band one category, all teachers have heart to teach students. They do not mind have less time to have a rest, but they work hard to pave the way for students to success. As the all hard-working teachers you can find in my old secondary school, I hope my old school can be better, not only can more students get excellent results in public exams, but also teachers can continue to work with their lovely hearts. I hope all brothers and sisters in Hong Kong Secondary School can proud of themselves and can boost to say love this school forever.
Comments

Level 4 exemplar 1

- Content addresses task requirements adequately with mostly relevant ideas (no mention of one aspect of the job which s/he likes best)
- Simple sentences are generally accurately constructed with attempts to use more complex sentences
- Grammatical errors sometimes affect meaning
- Some evidence of register, tone and style appropriate to the text-type (A couple years ago, I had to report the tropical typhoon news at one night. It was terrifying as the weather was extremely bad and unstable.)
- Cohesion in some parts of the text is not clear (Not only can I ask different people any question, but I can keep in touch about the Hong Kong’s news into the bargain.)

---

3 Section 2
4 Section 1
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.
   Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

   **The best part of my job**

   As all of you know, I am a news reporter for Hong Kong News. With no doubt, I can meet lots of celebrities all over the world from singers to president of a country. I must admit that the best part of my job is to have these pleasure chances to meet these famous people face-to-face.

   **The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**

   I remember when I just got into the Hong Kong News, my first job was an interview with a famous singer — Mika — who came to Hong Kong to have his first concert. That was a very important mission and I found out that the biggest challenge of my job is to stay calm before the celebrities and public. At that time, I was so nervous to make any mistakes, and I believe that was the biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job.
My school days

I was an ordinary girl when I was still studying in this school. Just like all of you, I made many good friends in school, maybe we also gossiped about every classmate to news, which drove me become curious on everything and lead me to tie the road of becoming a news reporter.

I was promoted by Mr. Smith to be a news reporter in school magazine when I was in Form Four. At that time, I discovered how fun editing a school magazine was. This great experiment turn over a new leaf of my life that I decided to be a reporter after my graduation from college.

How school supports me

My career pathway was not smooth before, I faced lots of difficulties and I had though about giving up my job. But thanks to my old teachers — Mr. Smith and Ms. Young — they encouraged me a lot. They used their network to help me find a better company. Besides, they invited me to become the school magazine in-charge that I rediscovered how I enjoy the editing work and feeling positive on my work again.

I am so proud of my school which care their graduates a lot, without her help, I cannot become such a successful person nowadays.
Comments

**Level 4 exemplar 2**

- Content fulfills the task requirements and is mostly relevant
- Creativity and imagination is shown (*we also gossiped about every, from classmate to news, which drive me become curious on everything and lead me to the road of becoming a news reporter.*)
- Shows some awareness of audience
- A range of sentence structures is used accurately and appropriately (*I remember when I just got into the Hong Kong News, my first job was an interview with a famous singer – Mika – who came to Hong Kong to have his first concert.*)
- Grammatical errors occur in more complex structures but overall clarity not affected
- Register, tone and style are mostly appropriate to the text-type
- Text is organised effectively with logical development of ideas
- Cohesion in most parts of the text is clear

---

5 Section 3
6 Section 2
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News.

Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.

Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

The best part of my job

My job is very significant in society. I must tell the true to the inhabitants in front of the cameras. I think the best part of my job is I can ameliorate my communication skills. Why is this the best part of my job? It is because I was very shy when I studied in secondary school. I did not know how to interact with other people. When I work in news reporter, I must always talk with others, so I am good at sharing my views to my friends these days.

The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job

Being a news reporter, I think it is difficult for us to having spare time. The biggest challenge for me was the Japan has a disaster which was an earthquake. We must go to Japan at that time. It was dangerous for us go to Japan. Nevertheless, I thought that we must bring the true and world news to our public. Finally, I went to Japan, I was very scared but I have no choice because it is my job. This experience was the biggest challenge in my job.
My school days

About my school days, I have a number of precious memories. I have a lot of friends. We always helped each other. What were about the studies. Also, teachers were very nice. They usually asked me to think about what I want to do in the future. They were considerate. I am not the best person in my form. I want to give up when I was finished the public exam. Many teachers encouraged me. I was very delighted. In my school days, I am glad to have a lot of memories. These memories are a aspect of my life.

How to study well?

I was still hard-working in my school days. It is essential for all of you to do many exercises which are teachers give to you. If you have any questions, you can ask the teacher. I always ask my physics teacher how to do the question which I do not know. How the question about. I think everyone has their own study skills. Hard-working is the key to make you have a good result.
Comments

Level 3 exemplar 1

- Content addresses task requirements adequately with relevant supporting details
- Simple sentences are generally accurately constructed; occasional attempts to use more complex sentences (*If you have any questions, you can ask the teacher.*)
- Some incorrect use of vocabulary (*I must tell the true to the inhabitants…ameliorate my communication skills.*)\(^7\)
- Some simple cohesive ties used in some parts of the text (*…I was very scared but I have no choice because it is my job.*)\(^8\)
- Cohesion between some sentences is successful (*Also, teachers were very nice. They usually asked me to think about what I want to do in the future.*)\(^9\)

---

\(^7\) Section 1
\(^8\) Section 2
\(^9\) Section 3
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine. Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

**The best part of my job**

Hi, students! I am Chris Wong who graduated from your school. I am a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. I love my job because I have met a lot of co-workers. They are very nice and helpful. Sometimes, my co-workers knew that I was upset after I got punished. They will try to make me laugh and buy me some of my favourite food. I love working with them. We will also cook for supper. After working a whole day to link up our relationship, we just like a big family in the workplace. So I thought the best part of my job is working with my co-workers.

**The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**

Being a news reporter, we should remember most of the news words from our scripts to speak more fluently in front of the camera. Once, I suddenly forgot the words. At that time, I was very nervous. I called my co-worker who sat next to me by my legs under the table. And she said the words secretly to me. At last, I could finish my script. May someone asked that will the TV broadcast provide me a small TV? I can say they will put the TV is too many. We often cannot see the words clearly so we need to memorize most of the words from our scripts. Therefore, I found it was the biggest challenge of my job.
My school days

When I was a secondary school student, I love speaking whenever I want. The teachers always ordered me to stop speaking in the class. However, I would still keep on speaking with my classmates. It maybe because I am outgoing and love speaking, so I became a news reporter after graduated until now to speak the news for all the Hongkongers.

An unforgettable news for me

I remembered that one news is about the Korean fans have conflicts with our local police. The fans from Korea are very angry of the policy that WTO has adopted in Hong Kong. So they pushed our police and shouted out their slogan. At that time, I stayed behind them and reported the news for Hong Kong people. I was very afraid the fans would hurt me when I was reporting the news. But luckily, I could finish the news successfully.
Comments

Level 3 exemplar 2

- Content addresses task requirements adequately
- Relevant ideas although there is some overlapping of theme with Sections 2 and 4 (usually not appropriate for the text-type)
- Some evidence of creativity and imagination (We will also go out for supper after working a whole day to link up our relationship more closer.)
- Simple sentences are generally accurate; grammatical errors sometimes affect meaning (May someone asked that will the TV broadcast provide me a small TV? I can say they will but the TV is too many.)
- Some evidence of incorrect register, tone and style (Hi, Students! I am Chris Wong who has graduated from your school.)
- Cohesion in some parts of the text is clear

10 Section 1
11 Section 2
12 Section 1
PART A
For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News.
   Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.
   Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

   **The best part of my job**
   I'm a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. Be a famous news reporter is my dream. The best part of my job is in the 2005 year. In this year, I was the best reporter for Hong Kong News. Many people write me letter to my company. Also, I get more in this years. She is a famous news reporter too. We always doing work together.

   **The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**
   The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job is sometimes I can't talk clear with people clearly before two years ago. In two year ago, I have a illness. This illness make me can not talk clearly. As you know, a famous news reporter should talk clearly on the TV. If the famous news reporter can not talk clearly, it was a serious. In fact, I feel felt disappointed and scared. I love this job so much. I can't lost this job. My boss give me a time to take care my body. After one year, this illness became I can talk clearly. I would not forget this year.
My school days

Then I was a secondary school student, I always help teacher
talk some information to other students in the morning. Also I'm
a school news reporter when I'm a F.4 to F.6 student. In the lunch time, other school news reporter and me will tell some news
to students and teacher using the microphone. In school,
many student love play with me and chatting with me. They think that
my voice is beautifully beautiful. Some people always say that if
I be a singer, most peoples will love you.

I have a wonderful school life. I never forget it.

In the other years

In the other years, I will try my best and talk tell you more
news on the TV. Hope can be a good famous news reporter.
Comments

Level 2 exemplar 1

- Content partially satisfies requirements of the question
- Some relevant ideas but shows gaps in the understanding of headings, i.e. Sections 1 and 2
  (The best part of my job is in the 2005 years. In this years, I was the best reporter for Hong Kong News.)\(^1\)
- Short simple sentences are generally accurate
- Lack of vocabulary impedes communication (The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job is I can’t talk with people clearly before two years ago.)\(^2\)
- Some incorrect spelling: mairr (for married), togethere (for together), sereious (for serious), reporte (for reporter)\(^3\)
- Some simple cohesive ties used in some parts of the text but cohesion is sometimes fuzzy

\(^1\) Section 1
\(^2\) Section 2
\(^3\) Section 1
PART A
For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News.
Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.

Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

The best part of my job

My job is a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. I love this job very much, because I can know everything about the world. The best part of my job is I can go to different cities to take video-recording and write the news report. It can make me to know more different cultures.

The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job

The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job is one year ago I go to China to take video-recording. A man in the village told me if I want to take video-recording in there must give him money. If I don't give, he will broke my cam. Lastly I call the police to help me, after that I can take the video there is free.
My school days

When I was student, every day I go to school at the specified time, say Good morning to all of the teachers at lunch time, I also with my friends go to OK to buy the lunch, because OK food is more cheap than restaurant. It is easy to save the money. I remember that when I was form 3, my English exam also 70 very low, so I star work hard in English at that time.

About Me

In my family, I have a brother, we also take care to other. At weekend, I also like to go shopping with my friends or play computer games at home. My hobby is swimming, because when I was small, my body is very weak so my mother take me to learn swimming, so I love swimming very much.
Comments

Level 2 exemplar 2

- Content just satisfies task requirements with some relevant information given for each heading
- Engages reader’s interest sporadically and shows occasional awareness of audience
- Some short simple sentences are accurately constructed
- A few words are spelt correctly with basic punctuation being occasionally accurate
- Some use of cohesive devices to link and organise ideas (…at lunch time, I also with my friends go to OK to buy the lunch, because OK food is more cheap than restaurant, It is easy to save the money.)\(^{19}\)
- Cohesion between some sentences is successful (The best part of my job is I can go to different city to take video-recording and write the news report, It can make me to know more different culture.)\(^{20}\)

\(^{19}\) Section 3
\(^{20}\) Section 1
PART A

For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.

Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

**The best part of my job**

*In my job, some time I would giving a happy and*  
*Interring job but some time giving a bad news to write.*  
*In a happy new, maybe I would have many power to*  
*doing my work, but writing a bad new I sew*  
*hard inside the work. So, the best part of my job,*  
*writing many positive news, many good report.*

---

**The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**

*In this time, I know how to write every new and*  
*write a best report today. In ten year writer*  
*lise, I learn so many in this city, Hong Kong. I*  
*like my job and I like use pen to improve some wrong.*  
*help to so many people. This job give me so much.*
My school days

In my school days, my teacher make me know how to write best, make me feel interesting in writing. I start write in my Form 1. My teacher tell me how to write my feel in the paper, my classmate like that, give me many power to my write life. In school, I have a best writing time.

I hope that....

I hope my old secondary school student can give power in writing, feel a interesting way in writing, you will see funny in that. I hope many student can go a happy writing way with me!
Level 1 exemplar 1

- Content shows limited attempts to fulfill the task requirements
- Content for Sections 1 and 3 are relevant (‘writting many potive news, many good report…’
  teacher tall me how to write)
- Content for Sections 2 and 4 are irrelevant/doesn’t make sense (I learn so many…I like my
  job…I hope many student can go a happy writting way with me!)
- Ideas are intermittently relevant, sometimes repetitive (many power to doing my work…many
  power to my write life…can give power in writting)
- Some simple phrases accurately constructed (I like my job, In my school days Incorrect
  spelling of simple words: intering (for interesting), new (for news) writing (writing),
  munh (for much)
- Some attempts to organise text; very limited use of cohesive devices to link ideas

---

21 Section 1
22 Section 3
23 Section 2
24 Section 4
25 Section 1
26 Section 3
27 Section 4
28 Section 1
29 Section 3
30 Section 3
31 Section 1
32 Section 1
33 Section 2
PART A
For question 1, write about 200 words.

1. You are a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News. 
   Your old secondary school has asked you to write a feature article about yourself for the next edition of the school magazine.
   Use the following three headings to write the article. Add one heading of your own.

**The best part of my job**
I can be a famous news reporter for Hong Kong News, I never think I can be, that’s amazing!! So, I think it is the best part of my job. Every news reporter hope to be famous for Hong Kong News, but I am luckly can be famous.

**The biggest challenge I have ever faced in my job**
I once to study news reporter in school, I won many about news reporter things, e.g. good news reporter, So, I have ever faced in my job
My school days

In my school, I am always talking in the class. Teachers hate me, because I always talk and noisy, so the teacher tell me, if you love to talk, you can try to be our school reporter, to talk more about our school. I try it, one month ago, teachers was agree me, they think I am good to be a news reporter.

Thank you

In here, I hope to thank you my teachers, if you are not talk to me, try to be a school reporter, I may be could not faced news reporter in my job. More thanks!

Chris Wong
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 exemplar 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content shows very limited attempts to fulfill task requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some relevant content points but few developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Misunderstands Section 2 heading *(I choose to study news reporter in school, I won many about news reporter things…)*́³⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Very limited awareness of audience – text-type resembles a speech rather than an article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ‘Chris Wong’³⁵ at the bottom of the text suggests lack of familiarity with the text-type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some short simple sentences with basic punctuation being occasionally accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some attempt to organise the text but very limited use of cohesive devices to link ideas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³⁴ Section 2
³⁵ Section 4
30th March 2012  Friday  Sunny

Our first performance at a music festival in Victoria Harbour was over last week. Our band was amazed by the enthusiastic audience. We had never thought that it could be a phenomenal success.

Last week, we were in the Victoria Harbour at 9:00 a.m. to prepare for the show at 1:00 p.m. Seeing the sky is obscured by clouds, in fact, I was not so confident to attract audience to indulge in our show. I was so apprehensive about the show and couldn’t have a proper lunch that day. Our team had done our utmost to provide the best music for the audience and I didn’t want the irritating clouds to ruin the show.

When it was about 1:00 p.m., I was jittery and thousands of butterflies were flying in my stomach. “Loud Band! Loud Band! We support you!”

A voice went into my ears and this made me breathe with a sigh of relief. My band members smoothed me and they support me very much. Being touched, I was in tears.

“Loud Band! Loud band … our band name was yelled by many fans while we were stepping in
the stage. I saw many audience shaking their banners to support us. I started to sing with all my efforts. "Baby, don't you leave me please!" I sang to emotionally according to the rhythms of the drums and violins. The audience were yelling with a squeaky pitch and they were involved and zealous in our show. However, I regretted my carelessness of forgetting some lyrics. I really felt sorry about it.

The next section was the interaction with audience. Some audience were randomly selected according to their seat numbers. They were noted to sing with us and played the musical instrument. We were soaked in an exhilarating atmosphere and all of us were having smiles on our faces. Subsequent to singing with our adorable audience, we were acclaimed with thunderous applause. "I am extremely delighted to have you all being the audience of our first performance. My feeling is beyond words. I love you all," I shouted and I wepted again.

The performance was really a great success. I had never had a strong liking for performing my music. Notwithstanding the success, there were much room for improvement. Really, I needed to recite the lyrics more thoroughly to prevent any embarrassing events occurring again. It was too awkward! Moreover, I, as the lead singer, should have more confidence
in myself, I was the leader of the band, and
I couldn't be like a child as if my members
were my parents. I shouldn't be so anxious
as we had already tried our very best. Hard as
the show was, I won't give up. Apart from my
faults, the drum performer, Manny, should have
more interaction with the audience. Otherwise,
she would be isolated.

At this moment, still, I couldn't control my
ecstasy. The show was just like a dream and I
had a great fondness for music. However, I
ought not to be complacent about the so-called
achievement. Still, we needed to strive for our
future. If we had already tried our best,
there was no regrets. Our determination never
wanneled and could clear all the obstacles we
encountered. It's right, isn't it?
It was a school holiday, and other students would have chosen to wake up late in the morning, but I was sleepless, an insomniac. Five in the morning, I decided to go for a walk and enjoy the quietness within the solemn city later crowded and hectic city Tsim Sha Tsui. It was winter, and the breeze chilled my face, touched my face with its chilly cold fingers, was melancholy of my the fragile body shaking within, the tightly wrapped coat. It was sure going to be a hostile winter, I half-closed my eyes against the merciless wind and walked on.

The Peninsula Hotel was so still, not a soul stirred, unusual the chattering of tourists and the ringing of the bells at the help desks. Everything was so soothing and calm without the quickening tempo of everyday life. A droning was heard faintly, breaking off my thoughts, I turned my head, and there he was, on an expensive sports car, my brother.

It was impossible for me to react fast enough to catch his attention. All I did
was standing still, with my numb legs and lost voice. Every step I took towards the expensive sports car was a leaden step, every breath I took was piercing through my nostrils and throat like a sharp blade, and the heart within sank like an anchor with questions and doubts swirling in my head. How could one with only secondary school education qualification find a job that might afford an expensive car as this? Had he indulged in some dirty business? Had he.....? The voice in my mind trailed off, as the car drove away with its powerful engine.

I went home, feeling unable to stand with my heavy head loaded with questions, laid down on the couch sofa and closed my eyes. The scene of my brother driving the car recurred, recurring in my head thoughts, over and over, until I drifted off.

Sunlight shone through the blinds and tickled my eyes, I woke up and saw my mom making breakfast. The first thought that myth came into
My mind again and I almost shouted "Mom! Why Peter was driving an expensive car? I saw him this morning, he was right on the road right next to the Peninsula Hotel!" My mother yawned sarcastically, "I don't know, perhaps he has taken a job as a driver for a celebrity or a millionaire. Why don't you ask him yourself?" I rang him, but all I heard was the ringing and ringing of the phone. Nobody answered.

I guess supposed all I needed for the discovery of truth would be more luck, so I pushed my running wild imagination aside and got prepared for the visit to the filming centre that day.

It would certainly be a wonderful experience to see how a film is movies or soap operas were filmed. Both I and my friend Mary and I both agreed on that. This visit was organist by the youth club and the teenagers joined were all carrying their bright, bright smiles on their
faces, ready for the excursion.

When we arrived at the site, I was amazed by the vast field and the variety of scores settings that the film centre provided. From a vast field full of long green grass to the deadly macabre dungeon, for thrillers it showed us the masked us all the same. There was even a car racing ground for filming documentaries! While we were all bewildered expressing our amusement to our friends, I caught a familiar figure at the corner of my eye and once again the frustrating thoughts flooded to my mind and there I saw— my brother passing by towards the car racing court.

I was just about to shout Peter when Mary stood in front of me to go along with others, in case we were lost in this maze-like film centre. My heart was fluttering, racing faster and faster and almost at my throat.
jumping from my throat. My brother had become a star? No, impossible, he was reluctant to even speak in front of a video camera. Also, "Chris! Did you trance off? Back to reality. Get on the Cast away whatever you are thinking! We are about to see the filming process!" he said.

Mary. We got to reached the building with three stories and there I raised my head just in time to see my brother jumping off it.

"No!" cried I. Everyone turned to look at me with a bewildered gaze. My face burned and when I once again looked at the scene, my brother was getting up from a mattress and staring at me. I uttered a laugh and ran towards my brother, with "You have become a star? Why didn't you tell me? I called you quite a few times! Also, who does being a star allow pay you for your expensive sports car?"
My brother burst out a hilarious laugh and said, "What? No! That sports car is one of the props and I was driving it to familiarise myself with it, there is a race car scene in the film! As for your calling me, I left my phone at home!" He continued his mocking laughter and I walked with embarrassment back to with my friends.

Well, perhaps I worried too much, but the truth would always have its way to find us, no matter where we were. The day was full of surprises but they certainly did not mar my day!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content is rich, with detailed explanation of how the writer found out the truth, but one or two ideas need more elaboration, e.g. why he/she visits the film centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demonstration of creativity and imagination in the story plot: (Being a stunt, his/her brother needed to test driving the expensive sports car for the car racing scene).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• to maintain reader’s interest by the use of questions and dialogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shows a strong descriptive ability, with good figurative language, e.g. ‘It was winter and the breeze touched my face with its chilly fingers, was nonchalant of the fragile body shaking inside the tightly wrapped coat.’ ‘I half-closed my eyes against the merciless wind and walked on.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wide range of accurate sentence structures and good grasp of complex sentences, e.g. ‘I caught a familiar figure at the corner of my eyes and once again the frustrating thoughts flooded my mind and there I saw ----- my brother walking towards the car racing court.’ ‘How could one with only secondary school education qualification find a job that might afford an expensive car as this?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A very good and mostly sound usage of lexis, e.g. fragile, hectic, hostile, swirling, flooded, hilarious, fluttering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cohesion and coherence in most parts of the story, with a lineal, captivating story line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ideas are developed logically, but there is a slip in the transition from seeing his brother driving an expensive sports car to visiting the film centre.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Do not be afraid of depression, face it positively.

Depression, one of common mental diseases in Hong Kong. Patients are becoming dull, having no mood to do things or not being interested in any thing. They also have less appetite and want to be isolated from society. Patients may commit suicide at the worst. As it may bring a lot of harm to us, I would like to write this article about my friend’s case and give you advice to help fight depression.

My friend, Peter Chan, a F.6 student who are preparing for the HKDSE exam. He was suffered from depression two months ago because his parents put a lot pressure on him. Also, his peer and friends studied hard and would not willing to talk to him. He did not have any sport or music hobby. So he had no channel or means to release his stress. Without having any relaxed way, he became more and more nervous. He was afraid of getting unsatisfied results in public exam. Then, he weeped and hid himself in his room. He wanted to escape from the pressure and try to commit suicide. Fortunately, his mother entered the room and stopped Peter from doing stupid thing. Then, his mother took him to consult a doctor. Through telling the concern about to the doctor, Peter feels less nervous and got some pills to control his mental sickness. Finally, he becomes positive in mind and confident in facing the HKDSE exam.

For my friend’s situation, he is lucky that his mother stop the accident from happening. However, there are huge number of people especially students are suffered from depression as the education system in Hong Kong is exam-oriented. Under the stressful education, students have to take endless exams in their school life. So,
most of you may have potential to become depression. In order to save you from mental illness, I would like to give you some suggestions to solve depression problem.

First of all, seek help from teachers and parents. They have moral duty to take care of you. You do not need to feel embarrassed while talking to them. They are pleased to listen your concern and your feeling. They can provide solution for help you. Then, you can play ball games and listen your favourite songs. These activities can help you to relax. Taking sports activity may also can produce endorphin, a kind of happy hormone. It can make you feel happy. So when you are tired or become chaotic in your mind, try to do aerobic exercise and you may be happy or less stressful. For those love music, listen to music can make you calm. You should avoid not having activities to release your stress. You should not think these activities are wasting time. Some of you may even consider brain sleeping is not valuable. However, they are wrong. Without adequate rest, your mind cannot run well and then easily think every thing in negative way. Therefore, try to sleep well regularly and do some activities to remove your anxiety.

Moreover, search the information on the web to know more about depression. Understanding having more knowledge about this kind of mental disease is useful for you to determine yourself suffering from depression or not. Also, you can pay more attention to the advertisement broadcast in the mass media, that produced by Hospital Authority. They always produce some drama or provide talks to all students about different kinds of mental diseases.

Therefore, beware of your mental emotion and feeling and not to leave yourselves alone in the dark side. When you do not feel well, please seek help.
### Comments

#### Content
- All ideas are relevant
- All requirements of the task are fulfilled, though some ideas can be better developed
- A large part of the article is devoted to how to fight depression, with little coverage on how the writer’s friend overcame depression problem

#### Language
- Most simple sentences are accurately constructed and attempts are shown to use some more complex sentence patterns
- The vocabulary is moderately wide, and the use of which is mostly accurate
- Some common grammatical mistakes are made, e.g. ‘a F.6 student who are preparing for’, ‘his mother stop’, ‘students are suffered from’
- The tone is not totally appropriate for an article for a school magazine, e.g. ‘I would like to write this article to you …’

#### Organization
- Most ideas are logically developed
- Clear signposting is given in the main body and three aspects are clearly defined
- Attempts are demonstrated to use cohesive devices to organise the ideas, e.g. ‘First of all’, ‘Moreover’, and ‘Therefore’
I totally disagree with the value of doing virtual sport over the real ones. It is so untrue and misleading as the game’s developer claimed that virtual sports such as Wii can promote Health and Fitness. The bodily movement is always limited when it comes to the virtual sport. You just need to plop on the sofa, following the instructions to get to move your bodies; at most, you’re required to stand up with the remote controls in your hands to swing your hands backward and forward or kick the legs. It can hardly be considered a kind of sport as you just have to wander in your homes, rather than running wild in the parks or running tracks. Physical well-being can barely be promoted.

Also, virtual sport cannot promote social well-being as it should join the real sport. You’re not only considered as ‘healthy’ if you have a large social circle. Apart from your family members and friends, you will meet many people with different backgrounds in the sport centres and parks. You’ll surely become more confident to face strangers and make a few number of friends in the real world. On the other hand, you can always feel free to call up your friends to have sport activities and take a fresh breath of air in the nice environment. All of the above can hardly be achieved if you just stay at your home playing virtual sport.

Mentally well-being can also be improved in real sports. You have to undergo intensive training and practices to excel yourself. You’ll learn to insist doing everything and never give up. Moreover, endorphins will be released to make you feel happy while having violent exercises. This will help you to develop a positive outlook on life as there are almost
Nothing that you can be scared of once you have overcome the intensive exercises. Again, this cannot be achieved by having virtual sports. Some people point out virtual sport can allow people to take their first step to engage in real sport, given their increased interest in the field. Undoubtedly, this may be the case for some people, but certainly not for a large amount of them.

Many people may just indulge in the virtual world as the case of doing sport in the real world is totally different from that in the real world. Some of them even addict in the task-oriented virtual sport, remaining in their homes all-day-long. Facing the screen for a long period of time can cause eye fatigue or even eye detention, weakened body and adversely affect family relationships. Moreover, virtual sport can only be considered as a game. It is easy and it must be easy to acquire the skills to have a promising result and most importantly, drawing interest from people and earn a huge sum of money. When you come across failure in the game, you can simply press a few buttons to start over again. As a result, we can see that virtual sport can only promote addiction but not health and fitness.

No matter what the future of the virtual sport is, we should never get into the traps of the insidious businessmen, which cash-it-on our wallets, physical, mental and social well-being and family relationship. I agree that we can get use of the virtual sport to kill time, but not deeply immerse in the virtual world.

--- From Chris
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most arguments are effectively developed and supported with appropriate examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Counter-arguments are taken into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The claim that ‘virtual sports promote addiction’ lacks evidential support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conclusion moves beyond summary with some advice given on avoiding falling into the trap of unscrupulous businessmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Awareness of audience is shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vocabulary is wide (e.g. endorphin, fatigue, failure, unscrupulous) though spelling and confusion of words are at times a problem (e.g. ‘immerge’ for ‘immerse’, ‘metal’ for ‘mental’, ‘wonder’ for ‘wander’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Varied sentences structures are often used accurately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Register, tone and style are mostly appropriate to the text type – a response on an online debate forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The text is mostly organized effectively, with logical development of ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adequate signposts and transition sentences effectively guide the reader smoothly from one idea to the next</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear Sir / Madam,

I am writing on behalf of Hong Kong Correctional Services. And, I would like to introduce a campaign which launched by the government to you.

The campaign is called "Second Chance." It aims to encourage employers to recruit reformed criminals and drug addicts.

The government promised to sponsor ten percents of salaries if employers are willing to hire reformed criminals and drug addicts. This can not only help to lower your cost of running a business, but also lower the risk of hiring them if they do not perform well.

Besides, the government has provided training programmes for the reformed criminals and drug addicts. During the courses, they learned Accounting, Marketing, and some technical skills such as computer skills. Also,
they learned to control their attitude. And the result shows that they got good results on the tests.

Moreover, many of the reformed criminals and drug addicts are university graduates. They used to be a bad people or a drug addict, but it would not affect their works.

Furthermore, it is not easy for them to get a second chance, they must catch it carefully. They should be motivated. And they should be working more seriously compared with a normal graduates.

Apart from these, everybody did bring things before, but we should forgive them and give them a chance if they feel sorry and promise never do it again.

Added to all these, employers could provide the reformed criminals and drug addicts a pre-employed working period. During this period, employers could see
Whether they suit the position. If you think he or she is suitable, then hire him or her. If not, it is still a chance for them to gain working experience.

In the end, I would like to once again encourage you to consider to join the new project "Second Chance". Not only can help the reformed criminals and drug addicts to start a new page, but also good for your company.

If you have further questions, please feel free to contact us.

Yours Faithfully,

Chris Hong
Nowadays, many teachers incorporate drama into their lessons as they feel it has various education benefits. In my opinion, during drama lessons, students not only learn the basic information about drama, but also learn how to communicate with others. It has lots of benefits. Therefore, I think that drama should be incorporated into our lessons.

To start, students can learn the basic information about acting and performing during drama. I had an experience of learning through drama that I need to learn about the character and background settings, the light and sound effect, the character costumes in my high school drama performance. The experience helps me to learn more about drama history and basic knowledge during drama. I believe that it also benefits students.

Besides, students learn how to communicate with others through drama. In the past, I was a
girl who always do my job alone but to corp. Corporate with others. Learning through drama is an interactive-oriented-activities, so I can discuss with others and learn how to corporate with others. It helps me to improve my communication skills and encourage them to keep a good relationship with their classmates. I think the students can do so.

Also, learning through drama can make the lesson more interesting. Sometimes I may feel boring about listening to my teacher and reading book. Teacher incorporate drama into the lesson, can make the lesson more interesting. It is very inviting for students to learn through drama. So students will have more motive to learn.

Moreover, to perform well in drama can increase students' sense of success. I was no aim and doodling my life in my high school days. Once time, I performed well in drama and it blew me away. It let me to believe that
I can do it successfully. I also believe that learning through drama can boost students' sense of success.

Last but not least, learning through drama can help students to make good use of language. Before my first drama performance, I was poor in expressing myself in English. But during drama, my communication and expressing skill was improved. So it is beneficial for students to learn how to make good use of their language to express themselves.

To sum up, incorporate drama into lessons has various educational benefits. I appreciate parents to let their children learn knowledges and skills through drama.

Chris Wong.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ideas are generally relevant but can only satisfy the requirement of the question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There are a number of points made but they are partially developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Candidate should develop more how the drama class can help students develop the basic knowledge in 2nd paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The candidate generally uses quite basic grammatical structures and there are occasional mistakes in syntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The writing is therefore generally clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There are frequent spelling errors like “coperate”, “sence” though they do not tend to affect understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vocabulary does not venture out of the commonplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The essay has a clear paragraphing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• But the paragraph initial adverbials are simple and repeated, e.g. “moreover”, “also”, “besides”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pronouns are sometimes used inconsistency and this affects the coherence of the essay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Last week we held a first performance at music festival in Victoria Park.

We are a new band, we are not famous. All songs are creating by our. No one knows our song at the very beginning, I feel so afraid, we can't become famous.

I have four groupmate. I am a main vocal. Mary is a keyboard player, Peter is a drummer. Mr. Smith is a guitar player, Ms. Yang is a violin player. I am so proud of them, they are my best groupmate which are you like it?

When I recieve a letter, that we have permission to join the music festival, I feel so excited and anxious. I thought that news is very unpredictable. We are the lucky one.

The day before music festival day, I stay up all night. On that day, I woke up very early to go to the Victoria Part to prepare our first performance.

All tools are set up already, so many people around the park. I thought it is a good way to show our talent. But unfortunately, one of groupmate woke up late, I feel so frustrated.
Soon, fortunately my performance came. We start our performance. At the beginning, just few people watch our show made me felt we were a loser. But I still try to compete the show.

Few minutes later, our song attracted a lot of teenager to watch the show, they made a great atmosphere to me, attracting more and more people to join with us, just like a super star's career, made me felt so satisfied.

We decide to sing a famous song in this year. When the music started, all spectator gave us a big applause and sang with us together. I felt so touched, that is most touching the I had ever met.

That day is a most wonderful day. But I think we are not perfect. Our coincident was not enough, and it is easily frustrated by spectator. Most important is must have to on time can't not wake up early.

After the show, a agency agent want to make a contract with us, let us become a famous star. What kind of song do you want to listen? I will create a new song, I hope you looking forward to our first album. Bye my dear fans.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Only partially fulfills requirements of the question: very little on the performance and not enough on what could be improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More detail could be offered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grammar (especially tenses and punctuation) is weak, often impeding meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A number of spelling mistakes, even with some quite basic words (e.g. ‘frist’, ‘loser’, ‘unfortunitly’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tone is occasionally awkward (e.g. ‘they are best groupmate. Which one you like it?’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coherence is sometimes fuzzy – logical relationship between ideas/paragraphs is sometimes vague and missing (e.g. the initial few paragraphs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clarity of text impeded by weak language and the limited use of cohesive devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear Editor,

I am writing to about the obsession with physical beauty of the Hong Kong express. Nowadays, we will see that people become more and more beauty. Before, majority Asian people's nose (over the Europe people-Asia people's eyes aren't bigger like doll). But, this is become possible now because we can do Cosmetic Surgery. Some people may agree that, some people may disagree that.

Korea called "Cosmetic Surgery Kingdom", most of their pop-singer all have surgery. Their have Cosmetic Surgery culture, parents will save money to child to do surgery. Even teenage students had done it. They believe no Cosmetic Surgery, people be more beautiful. It can upgrade their self-host, make them well-respect. Their have successful example the well-known K-pop girls team "Girl Seventeen", their fans of world everywhere. They had open surgery concern at Europe and it has very successful.

But, at Hong Kong just have few people accept Cosmetic Surgery. Some Bowie say that...
Physical beauty not nature. Even though that like a monster who have cosmetic surgery. Their opinion is that when you old the "beauty magic" will disappear. And if will affect health problem. There are many case show that cosmetic surgery is not really save. Some people die as die surgery. Seeing that they strongly disagree "hand make beauty" who had cosmetic surgery.

In my opinion, I agree that cosmetic surgery can make people more look attractive. Increasing their self confident, Open their heart. On the other hand, cosmetic surgery is not 100% save. I think people should also a tell report gain a professional recommendation and information from doctor first.

Yours faithfully,

Chris Wang
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some ideas are relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The point about the effects of cosmetic surgery is not properly expanded on, and hence there is an inability to orient the reader to the topic effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The candidate mostly attempts simple sentences and there are quite a number of grammar mistakes which sometimes interfere with comprehension. For example, in paragraph 2, the candidate writes ‘Their have successful example, the well-known K-pop girls team “Girl generation”, their fans at world every where. They had open singing concern at Europe and it was very successful.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Though the candidate tries to use a relative clause, it is used incorrectly and the meaning is not properly conveyed. For instance, in paragraph 3, the candidate writes ‘Seeing that, they strongly disagree “Hand make beauty” who had cosmetic surgery.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vocabulary used is quite basic. Comma splices and run-on sentences are seen throughout the writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The text is not effectively organized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Connection between paragraphs is missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No cohesive devices are used to better achieve coherence and cohesion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear Sir or Madam,

My name is Peter, I know our school magazine will going to include feature on mental health. Actually one of my friend has suffering from depression. I would like to share to everyone.

Firstly, my friend called Mary. She is my best friend and classmate. She is a lovely girl, she love smile and help people. Since final Examination Coming, I cannot see smile in her face. She stopped to talk with anyone, always yale to parents and angry. We want to help her, we decided to bring her to visit doctor.

The doctor said that decision all from her. She expected too much in examination, doctor said she have to think positive, try to talk with friends or doing some sport, it’s all help her to relax.

Finally she get well now, she will think positive on examination. So I think everyone will have these same problem. Just relax.
Think positive, then you must get the good result.

Hopefully, these advice can help some people.

Your faithfully,
Peter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some ideas, but most of them are not well developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Very limited awareness of audience, i.e. the candidate does not know who the intended readers are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Got very little reference to article, tone and style are inappropriate for a magazine article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Part of speech problematic but communication not totally impeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Even simple sentences have errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ideas still understandable though very frequent errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some distinguishable paragraphs but limited number of connectives are used, e.g. “Finally”, “So”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Link between paragraphs is weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Good morning everyone,

It is my great pleasure to have a chance to talk to you here. I would like to talk about our debating club and tell you the benefits in details.

Do you feel your body always not good? If yes, it is screaming your health problem is more dangerous. Health is wealth. On no account can we ignore the importance that not care your health. However, it is not an insurmountable problem. I am encourage some students to join our debating club!

Our debating club will make students have a good health. So we held some activities to give people join. First of all, we would like to held a big party in the first day and we will held it afterward when we have enough money or place. The party have many healthy food, it have many vegetable etc. Also, this party can make our club's students talk and content together. After that, our club will always propose some common to all of you. It is about our debating club reformation. And we will invite a teacher to hold a talk to you.

Secondly, join our in the debating club can
make girl more beauty and keep fit together. I think it is more confident. Join our club also can help you meet more friends, foster your friendship, we will make sure that if you join our club, you will be change. It is not only change your body, but also change your feeling. Finally, if you want to being a good debater, the prediction is you have a good result in examination or you know many informations about it. Judging these three view points, I think you can understand our club organization. I think it is good for your health and friendship. If you want to join this club and you have some questions, you can ask me after the speech.

To reiterate, our debating club, we will have a big party in the first day, also invite a teacher to hold a talk. It can help you to know more debating. If some students want to be a debater, you should always smile, have a good result in the examination and know more informations about it. I think our talk can help you. Hope you enjoy it. Thank you.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Displays very little idea of what a debating club is; seems to have misunderstood debating as a health activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• One or two valid ideas about possible club activities (e.g. holding talks and discussions, joining club to meet friends) but they are not developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most of the points raised are off-topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weak language often obscures meaning (e.g. ‘our club will always propose some common to all of you’, ‘the predition is you have a good result in examination’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limited vocabulary and sentence variety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ideas are disjointed and haphazardly put into paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Often packs too many ideas within one paragraph (e.g. the 3rd paragraph)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>